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PanzerGlass SAFE. Samsung Galaxy A13 | A23 | M13 | M23 5G |
M33 5G | A23 5G | Screen Protector Glass

Brand : PanzerGlass Product code: SAFE95107

Product name : SAFE. Samsung Galaxy A13 | A23 | M13 |
M23 5G | M33 5G | A23 5G | Screen Protector Glass

SAFE. Samsung Galaxy A13 | A23 | M13 | M23 5G | M33 5G | A23 5G | Screen Protector Glass

PanzerGlass SAFE. Samsung Galaxy A13 | A23 | M13 | M23 5G | M33 5G | A23 5G | Screen Protector
Glass:

Keep your phone safe from dance floor mishaps, selfies gone wrong and your everyday fumbling,
dropping and screen cracking with an original screen protector from SAFE. by PanzerGlass™️. The
tempered glass acts as a discrete airbag, protecting your phone by absorbing impact and providing a
high level of scratch protection without compromising the functionality and look of your device. The
edge-to-edge case-friendly fit offers full screen coverage and is designed to work with most cases.

Features

Protector type * Clear screen protector

Compatibility *

Samsung - Galaxy A13, Samsung -
Galaxy M23 5G, Samsung - Galaxy
M33 5G, Samsung - A23, Samsung -
Galaxy M13, Samsung - Galaxy A23
5G

Protection features Scratch resistant, Shock resistant
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Installation type Full adhesive
Country of origin China

Performance

Product colour Transparent

Material Tempered glass, Polyethylene
terephthalate (PET)

Dry application
Bubble-free application
Easy to apply
Easy to remove
Easy to clean
Rounded edges
Fingerprint resistant

Performance

Oleophobic coating

Weight & dimensions

Screen size HxW 156.12 x 68.93 mm
Thickness 0.61 mm
Weight 10 g
Package width 108 mm
Package depth 12 mm
Package height 195 mm
Package weight 10 g

Packaging content

Cleaning cloth
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Cleaning kit
Dry wipe
Wet wipe
Package type Hanging box

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 7007190000
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